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Summary

The results of a parametric study are offered to the Ignalina plant
management staff and to the Lithuanian and Swedish nuclear
inspectorates as a basis for a decision whether there is mutual interest
in a project for the purpose of strengthening the Ignalina reactor
buildings inherent capabilities to provide a barrier against accidental
releases of radioactivity.

Practical measures to consider are:

o establish natural convection of warm air from the steam
drums to the tall stack of 150 m height

o reduce the resulting draught of air through the reactor hall
floor between the fuel channel shield blocks into the
steam drum compartments

o apply filtration to the stack air flow
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1 Background and introduction

1.1 Vent-KKer design philosophy as applied to Swedish

Two ideas have among others been guiding die Swedish vent-filler
inctallarinn pmgranr

o pressurizatk» failure of the reactor building should be
averted by pressure relief and

o die contents of radioactivity in relieved steam and gases
should be reduced to the extent possible in order to avoid
long lasting land contamination.

These ideas have also been guiding the parametric study presented here.

A brief account of the general guidelines for the Swedish program on
severe accident management and release mitigation is given in [13].

The political and regulatory basis for this program is given in [14].

The technical basis is provided by the FILTRA and RAMA research
projects and is presented in a series of Final Reports from those projects
[15].

1.2 Results of modern Probabilistic Risk Assessments

The results of modern Probabilistic Safety Assessments [1,2,5] indi-
cate that in addition to die containment also the reactor bidding can
serve as a fairly effective barrier against accidental releases of radio-
activity to the environment
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13 Prertqaisitcsfor

Steam dnm computment relief arrangements ate included in the
IGNALINA design. Efforts are in progress to augment the capacity for
steam relief from the reactor cavity to die Accident Localization
System. For die pmpose of this parametric study we assume for
granted the success of mat effort

Granted such success, this report tries to outline design concepts that
utilize to the best advantage possible, those features inherent to die
IGNALINA reactor balding that are favorable from the point of view
ot release miiigation.

The parametric study attempts to provide numerical results in support
of tbe evaluation of design concepts.
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The purpose of dus report is to ofier to die K5NALJNA plant manage-
meat and to die Ljdwanian and Swedish nuclear inspectorates die

The results are intended to serve as a basis for a decision whether

inherent capabilities to provide a banier against accidental releases of
radioactivity.

The pmpose of die parametric study is to provide data in oider to:

o aswtf the upihilffy of Ihp rxf ff**y ffrarftot Iwrihtint m
IGNALJNA as banier against accidental releases of
radioactivity

o investigate dMse features of die existing balding design
that are favourable from the point of view of retention of
radioactivity

o suggest cost-effective measures that can be introduced in
order to make best use of die inherent retention capa-
bilities of the existing buildiiigs
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3 IGNALINA building

3.1 IGNALINA building features

Features of the IGNALINA reactor building that are favorable from
the point of view of retention capability are the following:

o The IGNALINA reactor building is equipped with steam
relief arrangements in the reactor cavity, in the steam
separator compartments and in the Accident Localisation
System. This equipment safeguards the building structures
by relieving excessive pressures to the environment. In
this parametric study we tacitly assume that such pressure
relief will successfully preserve building structures.

o The steam relieved early in an accident, for the parametric
case studied here, is mostly fresh steam with little
contents of radioactivity.

o Heat losses from the steam separators and primary coolant
circuit components in combination with isolation material
on the compartments walls heat the air to high tempera-
tures in the compartments. Heated air induces natural
convection circulation.

o There is a tall stack which can be used to the effect of
creating suction in the building.

3.2 Ventilation - passive/active

Our assumption in this parametric study is passive natural convection
ventilation. This assumption brings out the buildings inherent retention
capabilities.

In later stages of this study we intend to include the retention capa-
bility of the filters in the existing active ventilation systems. Our
information on the design basis and capabilities of tiie existing active
ventilation systems is very scant indeed. The data at present available
to us have been summarized in Figure 6.
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The natural convection flow rates given in Tables 1 to 3 can be
compared to the forced convection flow rate given in Figure 6. The
forced fan flow (of WZ 51) is 17 kg/s, which can be compared to die
natural convection base case flow of 50kg/s given in Table l.This
comparison indicates that the forced and natural convection flow rates
are of similar order of magnitude.

We have been able to locate a few titles on design of ventilation
systems in RBMK reactors [17,18]. Unfortunately ou: library has
been unable to obtain the documents via their routine channels.

Also design and testing of accident filters for W E R reactors is taking
piece according to [9].

3 3 Perceptions and/or misperceptions

Our perception of the IGNALINA building's compartments, their
volumes, interconnections and ventilation systems is summarized in
Figure 6.

The perception of possible practical arrangements that has guided our
choice of models and parameters, is presented in this report

Our perception is based on incomplete information on the intentions
of the plant designers and on realities at die IGN ALINA plant

We are aware that our perceptions and unavoidable misperceptions
decide the usefulness of our suggestions on possible practical
arrangements.

We do not wish to convey the impression that we prematurely suggest
what can or should be done.

We simply in this report 1 wish to inform our reader what perceptions
has been guiding our choice of models and parameters.
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3.4

Our parametric study is based on die thought that warm air from the
D DC dMDDCllGu 10 tnC ttul Stt%Cfc Ml OffOCT

to create a natural convection draught into die building.

Inleakage of air into die building decides die ventilation rate and die
residence times of radioactive aerosols in die building's umuMiiiiients
as demonstrated by the results of our parametric study.

The steam dram companiiifMt have been designed to form a leak tight
confinement zone [5] surrounding die steam side of die primary
circuit We expect that inleakage of ai

il clad waDsofdustuiiyaiunent is low. Main mlrakage area to
tiiis compartment is between die shield blocks covering die tops of
fuel channels in die refueling hall floor.

The results of die parametric study indicate die influence of this
inleakage area on die building's inherent retention capability.

The results clearly indicate die importance of narrowing die gaps
between shield blocks to reduce die draught of air into die steam drum
compartment.

We tacidy assume diat practical arrangements can be suggested to
reduce dus inleakage area to some fraction of a square meter as
indicated to be desirable according to die parametric study results.

The stack flow can be Altered witfi a decontamination factor of at least
ten.
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4.1 Choke of

To serve the purpose of the parametric study of the reactor bukhng
aerosol tmnpoit and retention, k is useful to choose for mutiny two
separate LOCA accident everts, namely one large steam fine break in
the steam drum cosnoaruiieut and a fuel channel riser pipe break m the
compaiuucMt below the floor of me reactor hall.

We postulate for these events substantial emission from the heated
fuel of its mvertory of iodine and cesium and blow out via the break
of the umespunding aerosols formed.

We have in die course of this work been briefed on me results of the
Barselina Project [10]. This briefing points to many transient events,
which will be of particular interest to study in later stages of this
project

KJ a j

Of the accident initiating events analyzed in the RBMK-1500
Technical Safety Report [4], we have chosen for use in mis report two
events in the core cooling system:

Main steam line
The break is postulated to be an instantaneous full section
rupture of a main steamline pipe of 630 mm diam and
25 mm wall thickness.

Break of a steam/water tine connecting die fuel channel to
the steam dram. The break location is in the couyuiiiient
below the floor of the reactor hall.

For the purpose of roe parametric study both of these
events are combined with a postulated total plant blackout
situation. This situation represents die greatest challenge
to the confinement systems from die point of view of
radioactive emissions from the core and release to die
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passive rcttatkm capabilities of the buildings.

At tbe same time we defer at this time odier aspects of a total blackout
i to later stages of this stady.

AaodKr aspect of die parametric study is to try to combme die
if TwPyat kwiliyMKwt system aad the ttpan* ifrv*

ieactorbaikfaaie's
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5 Physical Model

A physical model of die IGNALJNA building is conceived of as a
number of compartments interconnected according to die schematic on
FigureS.

The main physical phenomenon adressed at this stage of the study is
natural convection air transport of aerosols.

Convection of air is induced by heat converted and radiated to the air
from the hot components, mainly the steam drums and connected
tubing in the steam drum compartments. Heat losses to the outside
from the air in these compartments are small because insulating
material is placed against die compartment walls in order to protect
the concrete from too high temperatures. As a result air temperatures
in these compartments tend to be of the order of 100 °C.

In our physical model we assume that hot air from the steam drum
compartment can via a ventilation channel be converted up through
me stack and let out to the atmosphere at ISO meters elevation. The
rising hot air will create a draught into the building and prevent
outleakage of radioactive gases or aerosols through its walls at low
elevations, thus enhancing the buildings barrier function.

Radioactive (as well as nonradioactive) aerosols are postulated to be
blown by steam/water into one of die steam drum compaitments as the
result of a steam line pipe break, which is postulated to cause fuel
damage and emission of radioactive gases and aerosols from the fuel.

One of die main tasks of the parametric study is the estimation of the
amount of aerosols converted up the stack to the atmosphere
expressed as a fraction of the total amount of aerosols blown through
the broken steam line into die steam drum compartment.

This fraction is mainly determined by the rate of gravitational settling
of aerosols to the floors of the steam drum compartment in com-
petition with the rate of convection of aerosols up the stack.

The outcome of this competition can be strongly biased towards
smaller release fractions by reducing the inleakage of air into the
steam drum compartment. Reduced inleakage of air means reduced
outleakage through the stack and increased residence times of aerosols
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in the compartment Longer residence times means more aerosols
settled to the compartment floor and less aerosols available for
outtransport Reduced outleakage means slower transport of aerosols
up the stack.

The transport of aerosols up the stack can be strongly reduced also by
a filter that removes aerosols from the stack air flow. Filters with a
decontamination factor better than ten at low enough pressure drops
are commercially available, see e.g. [6].

The effects of inleakage area reduction and stack flow filtration is
demonstrated in our parametric study and is further adressed in the
discussion of its results.
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6 Analytical model

The analytical model used in this parametric study is established by
application of the CONTAIN 1.11 computer code. CONTAIN is an
integrated analysis tool used for predicting the physical, chemical and
radiological conditions inside a containment building following the
emission of radioactive material from the primary system in a severe
accident [12].

An important aspect of CONTAIN is that the interactions among
thermal-hydraulic phenomena, aerosol behaviour, and fission product
behaviour are taken into account.

The code includes atmospheric models for steam-air thermodynamics,
intercell flows, condensation-evaporation on structures and aerosols,
aerosol behaviour and gas combustion. Heat conduction in structures,
fission product deca^ and transport, radioactive heating, and the
thermal-hydraulic and fission product decontamination aspects of
engineered safety features are also modelled.

To the extent possible, the best available models have been in-
corporated into CONTAIN, but it is intrinsic to the nature of severe
accident analysis that significant uncertainty exists regarding certain
phenomena still objects for research in progress.

The code can be viewed as a tool designed to assist the reactor safety
analyst in establishing the importance of specific design features as
demonstrated by this parametric study of the barrier capability of the
IGNALINA buildings.
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7 Numerical Results

A complete account of the parametric study and its numerical results
is given in Annex A.

A sample summary of the salient results is given in Tables 1,2 and 3.

The important independent parameter is the inleakage area, which is
varied from a (now realistic ?) value of 5 m2 in logaritmic decrements
down to 0,1 m2-

The important dependent variable is the release fraction f. Of the
radioactive aerosols emitted from the fuel via the steam line and its
break into the steam drum compartment, a part will be lifted by the
stack draught into the atmosphere, see Figure 5. This part is called the
release fraction f.

The dependence of f on the parametric combinations, mainly the
inleakage area, is the main result at this stage of our study.

It is evident from Tables 1 and 2, as should be expected, that the
release fraction f is strongly dependant on the inleakage area A.
Reduced inleakage area means longer residence time, increased
sedimentation, reduced stack draught, reduced release and thus
reduced release fractions.

We have also as parameters in our model included the pressure drop
and decontamination factor of commercially available fiber filters,
which can be introduced in the stack flow to further reduce the release
fraction. Results in Table 3 illustrate the release reduction accom-
plished by a filter with a 30 Pa pressure drop, which removes 90% of
the stack draught aerosols and thus reduces the release by an order of
magnitude.

Further information on the complete parametric study is give in
Annex A.
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8 Discussion of results

At this stage the parametric study results serve to demonstrate the
basic idea of natural convection aerosol removal.

Results are obtained for one aerosol particle size (1 |i) and for one
type of steam line break accident situation.

The release fractions for aerosols of somewhat larger and more
realistic sizes can be expected to be lower.

In the accident situation studied, the aerosols emitted from the fuel,
pass through a long and narrow and tortuous steam line path before
they enter the steam drum compartment In such a narrow space the
aerosols will grow by agglomeration to considerably larger sizes as
demonstrated in the Marviken Aerosol Transport Tests [3].

At this stage very scant information is available to us on the active
ventilation systems installed at IGNALINA. It can be expected that
further work will show how passive and active ventilation can be
combined to further reduce release fractions.
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9 Conclusions

Inherent features of the Ignalina reactor building support its capability
to provide a fairly effective barrier against accidental releases of radio-
activity to the environment

Three features of particular importance to this study are

1 pressure relief and suppression provisions will avert
pressurization failure of the reactor vault, the steam drum
compartments and the primary containment compartments
in the event of rupture of any single pipe in the reactor
coolant circuit [5].

2 heat loss from the reactor coolant circuit vessels e.g. the
steam drums will generate natural circulation of hot air in
their compartments because the insulating material is on
the walls in e.g. the steam compartments.

3 there is a tall stack of height ISO m. that can be used to
generate a natural draught that will cause air to be sucked
into the building at ground level and leave it via the stack.

This air draught will prevent out-leakage of radioactivity at ground
level from the building and enhance its barrier function.

Inside the building compartments, natural agglomeration, sedi-
mentation and adsorption process will (given time) remove aerosol
particles from the circulating air. The rate of these removal processes
can be increased by use of e.g. filters or water sprays. Also filtration is
possible of the air leaving the building via the stack.

The effectiveness of the removal processes has been studied para-
metrically by application of well established physical models of
natural convection and aerosol transport.

The results of the studies are expressed in the form of a release
fraction, which represents the fraction of radioactive aerosols (i.e.
cesium and iodine) emitted from the fuel that are eventually released
to the environment in the situation defined by the parameters chosen
in the specific case.
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Radioactive noble gases like xenon and krypton will decay during
their residence time in the reactor building and will eventually be
released.

Conclusions drawn from the results of the parametric studie? are the
following:

o Inherent features of the Ignalina reactor building support
its ability to retain radioactive aerosols and reduce
releases

o Simple strategies and measures can be suggested to en-
hance the buildings retention capability as illustrated by
the results of the parametric studies.

o Specific measures are:

to channel warm air from the steam-drum compartment to
the tall stack

to reduce inleakage of air from the reactor hall into the
steam-drum compartment

to filter stack air flow

o The main result is that reduction of releases of cesium and
iodine in the LOCA accident studies, to levels well below
0,1 of the amount emitted from the fuel is possible given
that the above measures can be expected to be reasonably
achievable in practice.

o Also reduction of releases to levels below 0,01 of
emissions from fuel are within reach for many cases
according to the results of the parametric studies.
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SYMMETRICAL AEROSOL EMISSION

dp
v

4 A 4.

Case

f=R/E=release fraction

A-l A-2 A-3

0,49 0.16 <0.01

R=total release of aerosols, kg

q=air flow rate

T=steam drum temp.

v=air velocity

Asleakage area

E=total emission of aerosols

Edot=emission rate

Edursemission duration

D=deposited mass in

CASE A-l
CASE A-2
CASE A-3

49 16 <1

kg/s 51 14 1,5

K 373 373 373

m/s 8,7 12 13

m2 5 1 0,1

kg 100 100 100

g/s 100 100 100

s 1000 1000 1000

cell cell cell cell
2 (6+7) (3+4) 8

kg 20 20 8 3
kg 42 29 10 3
kg 89 10 0,9 0.1
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f=R/E

q
p
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dp
v

I A 1

f=R/E=release fraction

ASYMMETRICAL AEROSOL EMISSION

Case B6

0,86

B9

0,64

BIO

0,33

Bll

0,31

B12

0,20

B13

0,13

R=total release of aerosols.kg 86 64 33 31 20 12,5

q=air flow rate kg/s 76 24 13 5 3 1,5

v=air velocity m/s 13 20 22 23 25 26

A=leakagearea m2 5 1 0,5 0,2 0,1 0,05

E=total emission of aeros. kg 100 100 100 100 100 100
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f=R/E ASYMMETRICAL AEROSOL EMISSION
STACK FLOW FILTRATION
Case C-7

C/5

f=R/E=release fraction

R=total release of aerosols, kg

q=air flow rate

T=steam drum temp.

v=air velocity

Asleakage area

DF=stack flow decont. factor

FRsfilter retention of aerosols

E=total emission of aerosols

kg/8

K

m/s
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kg
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8
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Figure 1
Cut-out drawing of RBMK-1000 building showing steam drum compartment
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Figure 2 '
IGNALINA Reactor building, vertical cut
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Figure 3
lGNALINA Reactor building, compartments including ventilation schematic
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1 Pump compartments
2 Group header compartments
3 Steel reactor vault
4 Surface condenser tunnel
5 Suppression pools
6 Steam separator compartment (secondary containment)

Figure 4
RBMK-1000 Primary and Secondary Containment layout
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Heat losses in stack
not modeled

18

Cell number (D

Steam drums. tg X Steam drums, t j °C

Steam leak-
age, lOkg/s
(in some
cases only)
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Figure 5
Analytical model compartments schematic
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Annex A.

A. CONTAIN analysis of natural convection effects in the Ignalina building

A.I CONTAIN model of upper part of the Ignalina building

A simplified geometrical model was set up for the upper compartments of the building above
the reactor cavity at level 16.8 m. The model is depicted in Figure 1 and comprises seven
internal compartments or cells and an outer cell to model the ambient air. The internal volumes
are symmetrical on both sides of the vertical plane going through the high stack which has its
outlet about 150 m above the ground.

Cell number®
9 m*

Steam drumi. t 2 t

Heat losses in stack
not • •de led

1 1 m '

20 C

• Dlfluse
LL

inleakage ©

20 C

Am' 4-

9(1.2

©

Steam drums, t j t

Steam leak-
age. 10 kg/s
|in some
cases only)

Plpei, t 2 t P»pes. t, t

Figure 1. CONTAIN model of the Ignalina building

The cells model the following compartments:

Cell 1 - reactor hall, room No. 613
Cell 2 - culvert for steam pipes above reactor, room No. 210

Cells 3 and 4 - steam drum compartments, rooms No. 506a and 506b,
respectively, upper parts, incl. steam drum separators

Cell 5 - ambient air, environment

Cells 6 and 7 - lower part of rooms No. 506a and 506b, below the steam drums with
steam pipes

Cell 8 - ventilation pipes incl. high stack and connections

The air in the compartments is heated by heat transfer from steam pipes and steam drums
which have large heat transfer areas and no insulation. Heat losses through the building walls
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to the environment are not taken into account. It is assumed that air can leak from the outside
into the large reactor hall. Additional heating power might come from steam leaking from e.j;
pipe breaks. The heat-up of the atmosphere in the building creates a natural circulation,
causing hot gas to leave the stack and fresh air to be sucked through leaks into the reactor hall.
From there the air can flow through the floor in gaps between the fuel channel shield blocks
into the steam pipe culvert (cell2, room 210). The flow velocity is a function of the the heat
transfer and the flow resistance, the effects of which are studied in the calculations.

The following estimated geometrical data were used in the CONTAIN model:

Table 1. Geometrical data used in the CONTAIN model

Cell
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Volume

m3

35000
1000
3500
3500
I.e9
3500
3500
1000

Height
m

35
4
8
8

150
8
8

133

Wall area m2

walls

7000
200
365
365
.

365
365

1800

floor

.

480
200
200

10000
400
400
100

roof

.

480
400
400

-
200
200
-

Heal transfer
area m2

.
2700

HIM)
800

.
2000
2000

-

The wall material was assumed to be steel for most inner walls and for heat transfer areas,
while concrete was used for the walls of the reactor hall (cell 1) and in the stack (cell 8). The
size of walls modeled as "floor" in CONTAIN is crucial for the amount of aerosols retained in
the building, since the fraction of aerosols which settles on floors is considerably larger than
that on a "wall" or on a "roof.

The low-cell facility of CONTAIN was utilized to model a pool, initially empty, in cell 2 to
allow for condensate run-off from other walls.

The CONTAIN cells were interconnected by junctions having the following flow areas:

Table 2 Flow areas in junctions

Junction

5.1
1.2
2.6
2.7
6.3
7.4
3.8
4.8
8,5

From cell
No.
5
1
2
2
6
7
3
4
8

To cell
No.

I
2
6
7
3
4
8
8
5

Row area m2

10
A. variable, see Fig 1 •

5
5

10
10
9
9

18

Area/length

10
A/1.0
5.0
5.0
10.0
10.0
0.45
0.45
0.173

* Values of 5. 1, 0.5. 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 m2 were applied

A constant flow resistance coefficient of Cfc = 0.75 was used for all flow junctions except in
one run where a value of 20 was used for junctions 3,8 and 4,8 in order to simulate the
resistance of an arerosol filter (Case No. 7). The loss coefficient Cfc in CONTAIN is normally
equal to one half of a velocity head (Q2).
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A.2 CONTAIN parametric studies

A number of 13 CONTAIN runs were carried out in order to investigate the effect of certain
selected parameters on the natural convection flow rates and flow distribution as well as on the
retention of a simulated release of aerosols in the Ignalina building. The parameters which were
varied were:

- Leak area in the floor of the reactor hall (Area , A, of junction 1,2 in Fig 1). Values
from 5 to 0.05 m2 were used

- Surface temperature on pipes and steam drums in cells Nos. 3 , 6 and half of cell 2,
two values were chosen, 100 °C and 286 °C (T^, at 70 bar). See Fig 1, t2. The
corresponding surfaces on the opposite side were kept at 100 °C (= tj)

- Location of the aerosol source, two places, in cell 2 or in cell 4

- Aerosol mass flow rate, 0.1 kg/s or 1.0 kg/s. The aerosol was injected at a constant
rate during 1001 s, i. e. a total aerosol mass of 100.1 kg or 1001 kg was injected

- Steam leak mass flow rate of 10 kg/s, or zero, in cell 4. Saturated steam at 1 bar was
assumed.

- Simulation of aerosol filter pressure drop at the stack inlet (junctions 3,8 and 4,8) was
simulated in one case. This was achieved by increasing the local loss coefficients

(Cfc) from 0.75 to 20 which gave a pressure drop of approximately 25 Pa at a flow
rate of 15 kg/s.

T a b l e 3 . P a r a m e t e r v a r i a t i o n s i n C O N T A I N c a l c u l a t i o n s , r u n N n s 1 - 8

Case No:

Parameter:
Leakage area m2

Surface temperature on
pipes in cell 3 ,6 and K
half of cell 2

Location of aerosol
source in cell No:

Aerosol mass flow kg/s

Steam leak in cell 4 kg/s

Pressure loss coeff. ai
slack inlet (v.h.)/2

la

5

373

2

0.1

0

0.75

2.a

I

373

2

0.1

0

0.75

3.3

0.1

373

2

0.1

0

0.75

4.b

5

373

4

0.1

0

0.75

5.b

5

559

4

0.1

0

0.75

6.b

5

559

4

0.1

10

0.75

7.c

5

559

4

0.1

0

20.0

8.b

5

559

4

1.0

0

0.75

The letters added to the case number denotes three different types of modeling assumptions,
a) denotes fully symmetrical heating and aerosol distribution, b) are cases where the aerosol
source and steam source is located in a steam drum room, cell 4 and with elevated heating on
the opposite side (except for case 4.b which has 373 K on both sides). The letter c) in case 7
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stands for an assymmetric case in which an additional flow resistance is introduced in order to
simulate the pressure drop of an aerosol filter.

In six runs the effect of the flow area between cell Nos. 1 and 2 (junction 1.2) was studied with
other parameters beeing the same as in run No. 6.

Table 4. Flow area variations in run

Parameter: Case No:

Leakage area m2

6.b

5

Nos. 6.

9.b

1

and 9 -

lO.b

0.5

J3

l l .b

0.2

12b

0.1

13.b

0.05

The compound chosen to simulate aerosols was magnesiumoxide, MgO, which is one of the
built-in compounds in CONTAIN. One reason for chosing MgO is that it has a low solubility in
water and is non-hygroscopic which simplifies the calculations and the interpretation of the
results. Only one class of particle sizes was employed, with a mean diameter of 10h m and a
panicle size distribution in the range of 10~7 to lfr4 m. Aerosol injection was made from 10 s
up to 1011 s into the calculated transient.

A3 Results of the CONTAIN calculations

The calculations were carried out with CONTAIN 1.11, version cl lOn on a Sun SPARC 10,
model 20 workstation. The simulated time was 1 h which needed a CPU-time ranging from
160 s (case 2) to 350 s (case 6).

The simulated time of 1 h was chosen to be shure that there was enough time for the aerosols
to settle and so that the aerosol concentration in the cell atmosphere was allowed to decay to
zero as seen in the plot below.

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

Figure 2. Aerosol concentration in cell atmosphere
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The main results of interest derived from the CONTAIN calculations are:

- Row velocities in cells

- Air mass flow rate leaking into the building and leaving through the stuck

- Atmosphere temperatures in cells

- Aerosol deposition rate on cell walls

- Total aerosol deposition in the building and total fraction of aerosols released through
the stack

a) Results from cases with symmetric heating and symmetric aerosol injection

In case 1 through 3 the heating from pipe and steam drum surfaces at 100 °C was the same on
both sides and the aerosol source was located in cell 2. The air flow generated by natural
convection and the aerosol distribution therefore became completely symmetrical. With 5 m2

flow area between cell 1 and 2 the air flow became considerable with a stack mass flow rate of
51 kg/s. Since the calculations were started with zero initial velocities there was an initial flow
transient lasting for the first 200 s, as shown in the plot below.

100-1 -100

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Time (s)

Figure 3. Mass flow rate of gas from cell 1 into cell 2. Cases l.a - 3.a

Since the aerosol source was in the bottom of the modeled building the total wall, viz. floor
areas, were available for deposition of the particles. The concentration decreased with the
distance to the source as shown in Figure 2. In case 1 most of the aerosols were washed out
from the atmosphere less than 15 min. after the injection ceased.
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As ihefiow area between cell 1 and 2 was decreased, the deposition rate increased
considerably due to reduced gas velocites. With a flow area of 1 m2 more than half of the
aerosols was retained inside the building. Reduction of the flow area to 0.1 nv made almost all
of the aerosols deposit, leading to less than 1 per cent being released trough the suck.

Case 2 a flow araa (1 .2 ) . 1 m2

50-1

4 0 -

j-J
1 0 -

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

Time (s)

Figure 4. Aerosol deposition, cumulative, in the building

Aerosol release fractions, mass flow rates anf flow velocities for all cases are summarized in
table 5.

b) and c) Results from cases with unsymmetric location of the aerosol source, in cell 4

Ten CONTAIN runs were carried out in which the aerosol source was located in cell 4, i.e. in
the steam drum compartment on the right side in Figure 1. In all cases pipe and steam drum
wall temperatures on the same side were kept at 100 °C. The temperature on the other side
was in one case also 100 °C, while it in the other nine cases was raised to 286 °C. Other
parameters to be varied were the steam leak flow, 0 or 10 kg/s in cell 4, additional pressure
drop at stack inlet, and the flow area between cells 1 and 2, all according to table 3 and 4.

With the aerosol source moved to cell 4 the aerosol concentration stayed high mainly in this
side of the building. Very little of the aerosols went upstream the flow direction. There was
some deposition in cell 2, but since less floor area was available for the aerosol particles to
settle on the total deposition became less than half of that in the symmetrical case.

Unsymmetric heating with more heat on the side opposite to the aerosol source increased flow
velocities mostly on the hotter side, but also, to some degree, on the aerosol source side. This
lead to decreased the aerosol deposition.

Simulation of a steam leak in cell 4 (case 6) further increased the flow velocities and gave a
still smaller deposition rate.
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Simulation of the pressure drop in an aerosoi filter with a loss coefficient of 20 reduced the
flow velocities to 66 per cent of that without filter. The total deposition in the building due to
the lower gas velocities then increased by about 30 per cent, not taking into account the
cleaning effect of the filter itself which could be 90 per cent, or more.

Increase of the aerosol mass flow rate by a factor of ten, from 0.1 kg/s to 1.0 kg/s (case 8)
increased the deposition rate by about 15 per cent, probably mostly due to increased
agglomeration rate.

In case 6 and 9 through 13 the effect of flow area in the reactor hall floor, between cell 1 and 2
was investigated. The area was decreased in steps from 5 m2 to 0.05 m2. All cases had the
unsymmetric heating and steam injected into cell 4. Reduction of the flow area decreased the
inleakage of air. With lower gas velocities the aerosol deposition rate increased. In fact, as the
inleakage became very small, at flow areas of 0.1 m2 and less, the flow direction in the right
hand cells with the lower temperature (cells 4 and 7) was reversed so that a fraction of the flow
circulated from cell 3 through cell 8 into cell 4, as seen in Figure 5 below.

Oas now vMoouai falataO ID 1O m i now

- -2

0.O7 0 1

Figure 5. Gas velocities with varying flow area in reactor hall floor

The relation between the flow area in the reactor hall floor and the gas flow rate and aerosol
release fraction is illustrated in the plot below.

- 0 2

0.07 0 1 0 2 0 4 0 7 10
Floor laafcaga araa (m2)

2 0 4 0

Figure 6. Mass flow rate of inleaked air and released aerosol fraction
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Deposition of aerosols occurred mainly on the floors in the source room and in the stack, in
cells 4 and 8 respectively, for cases with the unsymmetrically located aerosol source. It should
be emphasized that all figures of release fractions doesn't include any effect of filters. If
aerosol filters are installed e.g. at the stack inlet, quoted figures should be multiplied with a
filter decontamination factor, with a typical value of around 0.1.

A summary of main results for the thirteen cases analysed with CONTAIN 1.11 is given in
Table 5 below. Calculated values are taken at the end of a run at 3600 s.

Table 5. Summary of results from CONTAIN calculations

Case No.

l.a
2*
3.a

4.b
5.b
6b
7.c (•)
g.b

9.b
lO.b
l i b
12.b
13.b

Input variables:
Flow area
A(U)mJ

5
1
0.1

5
5
5
5
5

1
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.05

Hoi wall
temp. K

373
373
373

373
559
J59
559
559

559
559
559
559
559

Aerosol
flowkg/s

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
C.I

Steam
flowkg/s

0
0
0

0
0

10
0
0

10
10
10
10
10

Dependent (output) variables:
Gas exit
(8.5) temp. K

329
330
319

329
374
374
380
374

392
391
383
435
437

lnleakau
flow kg/s

51.3
14.2

1.53

51.3
70.2
76.2
46.5
70.2

24.0
12.8
5.41
2.97
1.51

Gas velocity
(7.4) m/s

2.46
0.72
0.08

2.46
3.01
338
2.37
3.01

0.92
0.38
0.17
-1.76
-2.07

Release
intL'Uon 1

0.491
0.157
0.001

0.808
0.838
0.860
0.792
0.814

0.637
0.486
0.311
0.204
0.125

(•) Increased pressure loss coefficient. 20, at stack inlet for filter simulation

As most calculations were made for the large value of A(l,2) = 5 m2 the release fraction
(without filter effect) became relatively high and maybe not so sensitive to other parameter
variations. It could therefore be of interest to perform calculations also with a smaller flow area
value.
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